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1 Introduction

‘Smart’ is a promiscuous adjective. It is found in a wide variety of relationships: smart materials, smart chemicals, plants, clothes, technologies, buildings, cities, communities and, of course, smart people. Lately, its language partners have come also to include aspects of educational practice: for instance, smart schools, smart classrooms, and smart learning technologies. The aim of the present paper is to explore its use within that particular context: namely, teaching and learning. This may involve a certain amount of semantic gymnastics but the purpose is not to legislate – not to impose rules of usage. My concern is more documentary: asking what sort of human designs are now termed ‘smart’ and with what possible intentions and consequences?
Any concept like this – that is, one that migrates across spaces of theorising – is bound to bring with it a certain baggage of existing meanings. So it would help to identify the continuity of reference that the term ‘smart’ imports into education from its various other relationships. It may transpire that the structure and goals of educational practice differ from those obtaining within other contexts where the term ‘smart’ is applied. For example, in many contexts of application ‘smart’ is judged to be ‘good’. Yet, it will be suggested later in this paper that educational resources judged ‘smart’ need not be automatically ‘good’ – at least, not automatically well designed to the service of learning. They can be made good and, where possible, they should be. The interesting challenge for importing smart discourse into education may be one of understanding how the traditional practices and places for teaching and learning have to adjust to the interactive opportunities (and demands) of those resources we regard as ‘smart’. Here, it will be argued that embracing smart resources creates distinctive responsibilities for teachers.

In what follows, I shall identify how ‘smart’ is entering the discourse of education and then comment on its heritage, as apparent from how it functions in other domains of design activity. This will lead to characterising its use in terms of two kinds of relationship: adaptive smart and regulative smart. The second is of most relevance to educational design. But I will argue that adopting such smart educational technologies, or working in such smart educational spaces, brings a challenge of ‘management’. Such resources do not serve us to the full unless they are enveloped with a form of intelligence that is classically human and interpersonal. The discussion will end with some suggestions for useful future research on the implementation of smart educational worlds.

2 Getting ‘smart’ into education

Within commentaries on educational practice, we might expect to find the phrases ‘smart teaching’ and ‘smart learning’. They certainly exist (e.g., Ambrose et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014). Yet, they do not seem to have acquired any tightness of reference. The same applies to the phrase ‘smart school’. For example, in Malaysia this is the favoured term for a recent transformation of the national education system. But, in practice, it seems to refer to rather non-specific (if admirable) investment in general educational ICT (Bajunid, 2012). The same breadth of definition can also sometimes be found for ‘smart classrooms’. Thus, Li et al. (2015) observe: “Now, many classrooms have connected with internet and equipped with a variety of advanced information devices, such as tablet PCs and interactive whiteboards. The type of classroom is named as smart classroom, intelligent classroom, or classroom in the future.” In other words, the label ‘smart’ used this way merely means a technically well-resourced context, it does not imply any particular functionality. Such hardware-defined meaning is sometimes tuned to be more specific: Middleton (2015) links the phrase ‘smart’ to any learning that involves smartphones or tablets.

Of course, observers of education are free to experiment with its vocabulary. However, the approach of the present review will be to consider current usage that is less generous, more referring to processes of learning, less defined by specific hardware or its simple abundance. An important aim will be to build on links to specialist senses of
‘smart’ that have emerged in other domains to describe particular kinds of creative interaction.

As it happens, for some educational commentators this term has already been adopted with a greater precision of meaning. It tends to revolve around two particular phrases: ‘smart learning technology’ and ‘smart classroom’. These and their implications need to be understood. After all, ‘smart’ is not the only adjective that might be attached to educational resourcing. Technologies and classrooms can be totalised in other ways. So they have also been celebrated as, for instance, ‘immersive’ (Appelman, 2004), ‘constructivist’ (Marlowe and Page, 2005), ‘participative’ (Landau and Meirovich, 2011), ‘collaborative’ (Voyiatzaki and Avouris, 2012), ‘inquiring’ (Kawalkar and Vijapurkar, 2013), or ‘communities of practice’ (Brown, 2007). Against this background, we might ask what it means to be considered a ‘smart classroom’ or a ‘smart technology’. For these are now equally distinctive educational categories within the above mix of possibilities.

In which case, it helps to start from an awareness that ‘smart’ enjoys extensive currency elsewhere – thereby implying it is a helpful category of design. However, because it has now spread into the discourse of educational practice, it would be wise to notice the fabric of meaning that it imports from that established technical usage. One possibility is that how both educational technologies and designs for educational spaces are characterised as ‘smart’ might encourage theorising that is technologically determinist (Oliver, 2011). Perhaps to label a resource or an environment this way sets up optimistic expectations of impact: ones arising from incautious borrowing from those other contexts where smart things are prominent. Later sections of this paper will address this possible tension.

3 ‘Smart’: unexpected intelligence in simple things

This section considers the emerging use of the adjective ‘smart’ outside of educational contexts. Evidently, the term is an everyday one and so there will be areas where its application becomes vague or disorderly. Google Scholar was recruited here as a tool for sensing the landscape of use: drawing especially on 2015 publications with the word ‘smart’ in their titles. Because my concern is with a technical or systematising sense of the word, it seemed that the general scholarly literature must be the natural space to mine for its presence.

A key motive for the present paper is an awareness that use of the term ‘smart’ is on the increase when discussing designs for cultural artefacts and cultural practices. Figure 1 illustrates this by presenting data from year on year searches in Google Scholar. Occurrences of ‘smart’ are plotted as a percentage of the summed occurrences of both ‘smart’ and ‘intelligent’. Thus, preferential use of this term in the scholarly literature has almost doubled in the past 20 years – when normalised against the use of the term ‘intelligent’ (references to authors called ‘smart’ were excluded as were patents).

The anchoring in Figure 1 of ‘smart’ to ‘intelligent’ is natural because the terms are so close and may often be used interchangeably. Dictionaries are not very helpful in distinguishing them: although synonyms such as ‘alert’ and ‘quick’ are more prominent in definitions of ‘smart’. However, intuition might suggest that ‘intelligent’ refers to a quality with greater breadth or reach. Google can help with this suspicion: so we find that a general search on the phrase ‘smart at…’ finds that it is over three times more common than the phrase ‘intelligent at…’ (equally true of ‘with…’). This encourages the idea that,
at least when applied to people, the ascription ‘smart’ is especially likely to refer to a localised dimension of capability: that is, something manifest in some particular domain (‘smart at math’, ‘smart at networking’, etc.). Or, to express this intuition more cautiously: when a term is needed that expresses a focussing of competence, then ‘smart’ is a strong contender. So our first conclusion is that ‘smart’ seems to prove a useful adjective when the nature of some effective functioning is focussed or localised in respect of what it achieves.

Figure 1  Reference to ‘smart’ as a percentage of references to the sum of ‘smart’ and ‘intelligent’ in Google School search hits (see online version for colours)

This conclusion would generally apply to discourse that refers to human agents (‘she is smart at math’). However, the growth in use of this term reflects its frequent attachment to non-human referents and, most relevant here, its recent attachment to referents that relate to educational practice (of which more later). For now, let us call these non-human referents ‘simple things’. When something that is familiar and simple is designed with extended functionality, then its natural to seek an adjective to mark this new potential. Things that are inherently simple in structure are not likely to have their functionality extended in terms of breadth or reach. So whatever they do acquire through effective design evolution, it is unlikely to be understood in terms of a greater ‘intelligence’. On the other hand, the ‘targeting’ associations of ‘smart’ could fit well.

A non-human example of such ‘smart-as-targeted’ meaning may clarify the point. When researchers at the University of Leeds developed clothing to rehabilitate effective walking (http://www.leeds.ac.uk/news/article/3666/researchers_to_build_smart_trousers_and_sensitive_bionic_hand), they referred to their product as ‘smart trousers’. Somehow, ‘intelligent trousers’ does not seem right (despite the fact that there is a potential confusion with the sense of ‘smart’ as ‘fashionable’ in this context.) A simple and deeply inanimate item such as a pair of trousers can surely not be ‘intelligent’? Yet, when they are equipped with artificial fabric ‘muscles’ to support movement in human disability – then in this narrow (but important) domain of functioning we need a word to celebrate ingenuity in development of this artefact’s design. ‘Smart’ is a helpfully focussed choice.
This suggests a second tentative conclusion: namely, that the term is useful for celebrating the creative functioning of some simple item which we do not normally expect to display such versatility. Indeed, we may be surprised to find it being claimed. So the idea that trousers can show any kind of functional ingenuity in relation to the world – that they have some sort of agency – this is an unexpected discovery. ‘Smart’ marks the revelation: it invites us to re-conceptualise a familiar place or resource in terms of newly-acquired potential.

So, one way to understand use of this term is to suppose that it applies well to items that traditionally have been understood as stable or inert in how they relate with their environment. And these ‘items’ need not be ‘things’ in the colloquial sense, they can, for instance, be cultural practices. So a book on rethinking regional innovation policy applies the label ‘smart specialisation’ to this theme (Foray, 2015). Why? Perhaps because, in the author’s view, such policy may have grown to become relatively inert: it is seen as a relatively stagnant domain. So reconfiguring it imbues it with a fresh and targeted effectiveness: one that suddenly transforms an inert policy framework into ‘smart specialisation’.

In short, when we think apart from human beings, we are more hesitant to apply the term ‘intelligent’ to the humble things and practices that are created to serve us. So when a familiar artefact or practice gets designed to reach beyond its familiar functioning (trousers, materials, and policy frameworks), our surprise (and pleasure) demands a term to celebrate it – ‘smart’ does that work. However, this then raises a further question: what forms does this ‘reaching beyond’ take when we find it in simple and inanimate things? What particular characteristics of functioning make our more mundane artefacts and practices seem to become ‘smart’?

4 Smart designs: adapting to, and regulating environments

The starting point for smartness is receptivity to an environment: specifically, an item that changes some property of itself in relation to the varying properties of its context. So, for things to be smart they must at least be ‘dynamic’ in this sense. Then, a possible basis for being ‘smart’ would be if the form of this change relationship proved productive or ‘adaptive’ for that item: that is, a dynamic relationship with its world that allows it to thrive. Yet, convention seems to require that this capacity for adaptation must be more than simply a property of nature or an outcome of natural forces of change. For instance, there may be an uneasiness about calling plants ‘smart’ simply because they come into leaf at certain times of year, or manifest colours that ensure pollination, or produce a chemical that effects repair after insect wounding (Ballare, 2001). These properties are adaptations that arise from long periods of natural selection. Employing the term ‘smart’ for environmental adaptations that are the outcome of gradual biological evolution seems to be too generous a use.

Yet, we might be more tempted to talk ‘smart’ for non-biological structures that also were dynamic and well adapted to their environments. For instance, dampers in buildings and bridges can allow them to react to seismic activity and thereby they are sometimes called ‘smart structures’ (Chopra and Sirohi, 2013). In cases where adaptation has been brought about by human engineering – rather than biological selection – then referring to such designs as ‘smart’ seems comfortable. So in the case of the smart building, its
viability has been protected by design features that allow it to change its structure and thereby adapt itself to environmental threats. The insentient nature of buildings ensures that we can not expect them to evolve this adaptability by analogy with natural selection. Instead, it is a feature that has been engineered into them by human design: they are ‘simple things’ that have been distinguished with an adaptive capacity that thereby invite the labelling ‘smart’.

We might term this kind of design ‘adaptive smart’ – a very basic realisation of the quality under consideration. ‘Basic’, because it is a rather one-sided encounter: the building changes, the seismic activity does not. However, there is a second form of adaptive reaction that is more two-sided. This might be termed ‘regulative smart’ and it implies a property of instrumentality. This is because regulative smartness would involve manifesting both a conventional capacity for detecting external events, but also a further capacity for causing changes in the very environment that generates these events. The output from the smart thing detecting environmental events becomes the input for its act of environment adjustment. The domestic thermostat could be an example of this.

This bi-directional potential of design shifts us from a vocabulary of ‘smart structures’ (dampened buildings, say) to one of ‘smart technologies’ (thermostatic mechanisms, say). Or, from ‘adaptive smart’ to ‘regulative smart’.

In the first case, the smartness is intrinsic to the design of the structure. Although it is ‘intrinsic’ according to a particular dynamic form: one that involves reading the environment and then self-adjusting on the basis of that reading. For example, dampers make a building smart because their presence achieves physical stability through reading the environment and self-adjusting. Having very deep and strong foundations may also ensure the stability of a building but we would more likely call such a design ‘strong’ rather than ‘smart’.

In the second case – that is, a smart technology – the adaptation is more than this. It is ‘regulative’, because the design is instrumental. The events detected do not simply cause effective adjustments to the device doing the detection (self-adaptation). These adjustments become a basis for effecting change in an external world that is the very source of those events. Metals change shape in response to temperature changes: these alterations of shape then trigger a heating element that resets environmental temperature. This iterative complexity of regulation requires an approach that is more about systems than structures. Anderson and Brynskov (2007, p.214) express what this involves by commenting: “…predicates such as intelligent, smart, sloppy, inefficient, and so forth are in the first place predicates of networks, not of their parts. Only analytically can one of its participants be singled out as the main factor.”

Yet, this analytic singling out is quite natural. So in the case of the thermostat, it is easy to invoke the idea of ‘smart materials’ (Tarascon et al., 2015), because metals that have differential physical reactions to heat seem to be the ‘main factor’ in the thermostat’s functionality. The same pinpointing of smartness would apply to a molecular (rather than mechanical) example of regulative adaptation. For instance, phenylboronic acid has been used to construct the drug Ins-PBA-F (‘smart insulin’): it will self-activate when blood sugar levels rise and it will work to stabilise those levels in the interest of treating diabetes. But singling out this drug as ‘smart’ is still a shorthand. Ins-PBA-F is smart only by virtue of its presence in a particular environment: one that furnishes shifting levels of blood sugar. The drug would not be regarded as smart if it was, for instance, decanted into the soil of a pot plant.
This systemic orientation to ‘smart’ has been introduced in relation to human engineering. Examples have largely concerned elements in the physical world (materials, chemicals, etc.) whereby a dynamic relationship with their environment has been mobilised into designs that manifest adaptive or regulative intelligence. Human engineering thereby inserts these dynamically responsive elements into configurations that we term ‘smart’ – at least when those configurations protect the viability of their structures or regulate activity within their systems.

In passing, it has been acknowledged that this same process of ‘rendering smart’ might be applied to cultural practices as well as to material things. Such practices commonly undergo development via cultural evolution, perhaps by analogy with biological evolution. Indeed, Skinner (1984) elaborated this analogy, invoking the vocabulary of natural selection as a credible way of thinking about cultural change. So some version of survival-of-the-fittest logic may be one way to understand changing patterns of cultural practice. However, there may be more going on in the case of culture. It may be a distinctive feature of human agency that we reflect on our practices and intentionally intervene to ‘engineer’ them into change – one that is thereby abrupt or discontinuous. In doing so, we seem to override the gradual and natural processes of social evolution: we design our own ecology. The example was given above of ‘smart specialisation’ – a concept derived from efforts to re-configure innovation policy. It was invoked as a form of cultural practice and one that was rendered smart by an intentional effort to re-configure something that had grown to be inert. In sum, the language of ‘smart’ may be usefully applied to cultural practices when intentional interventions in their design render them increasingly adaptive to a fluid and changing environment.

5 Enveloping smart with intelligence

Points made so far can be summarised as follows. It has become common to ascribe smartness to inanimate things. This is sometimes done in careless ways but there is nevertheless an underlying pattern to the use of this term. ‘Smart’ seems to fit where the effective quality in some referent is localised and/or when it is relatively unexpected to find it there. The quality itself concerns a capacity for adaptation to a changing environment and, sometimes, a capacity for the regulation of that environment. The things that are increasingly termed ‘smart’ in these senses may be materials or structures (organic or inorganic), technologies, spaces, or cultural practices. Interest here is in the implications of this term as it relates to teaching and learning. As such, the remainder of this discussion dwells upon uses that concern educational technology and educational spaces.

This means a special concern for defining ‘smart’ as it is applied to these particular referents. That is, what it means to label classrooms (or their resources) as ‘smart’ – in contrast to ‘collaborative’, ‘immersive’, ‘participative’, and so on. However, this will be done (in the following section) with special attention to issues around what might be termed ‘the management of smart’. It is because the intelligence of smart things may involve a focusing of targets and a narrowness in their range, that this must imply a scope (and sometimes need) for their effective management.

This follows from the fact that those dynamic artefact/environment relationships underlying adaptation and regulation must operate according to functions and set points as parameters. So, a thermostat has a target temperature; a smart drug has a receiver
operating characteristic. Where such smartness is incorporated into situations of complex human activity, there may be judgements to be made (or possibly overlooked) about what the right parameters should be for preferred functioning. Put another way: the smartness of things will often need to be enveloped by an overarching intelligence. Where the contexts of smart-enabled activity involves education, then this must be a responsibility of teachers.

However, to further reinforce the point about the importance of judgement, it is useful to consider how it is demanded in a smartness example taken from a domain other than education. Spigel (2005) quotes the designer Stephen Intille commenting on his team’s approach to supporting the elderly in ‘smart homes’: “The popular vision of the house of the future is where you hardly have to get up from your easy chair. That’s not ours at all. We want the house to enable you to lead a more active and richer life – and encourage you to do things, not to have them done for you.” This does not deny that there will always be some parameters of such smart home functioning that are necessary and uncontroversial. However, there are others that call upon judgement – considerations about what is ‘best’ or most enriching for the individual occupant. This is especially likely when the recipients of smart resources are vulnerable or frail. It is also likely when the recipient is a novice or a learner within the designed domain.

It seems a bold, but appropriate, attitude to design smart homes for the elderly that are challenging their residents – inviting them to resist inertia and thereby promote rich activity. Surely a similar attitude should prevail in the environments of young people engaged in learning. Smartness of resourcing should not create an ‘easy chair’ approach to learning, it should be stimulating and challenging. Because smart resourcing aims to achieve these ends, it must be wrapped up in human intelligence (particularly via the actions of teachers). Smart learning technology demands an orchestrating environment. This suggests a more useful basis for defining the ‘smart classroom’.

6 Smart classrooms: furnishing the envelope of intelligence

The appeal of ‘smart’ discourse to educationalists is reflected in the recent formation of the ‘International Association for Smart Learning Environments’ or IASLE (http://www.iasle.net/). Yet, as acknowledged at the start of this paper, much academic discussion of smart classrooms remains careless about defining what it means to call them ‘smart’. Often the conception may be framed in terms of learner cognitive and social outcomes: what students become by learning in a particular setting [cf. Spector, (2014) for one such list]. So this means a ‘smart classroom’ is defined as a classroom that produces graduates with certain cognitive and social competences. Other definitions merely refer to an abundance of ICT devices and thus a general commitment to the promise of digital tools (Li et al., 2015). Such resourcing may be said to be ‘ubiquitous’.

Considerations given in this paper to domains other than education find that elsewhere the ‘smart’ quality of some place tends to be defined in two ways. First, buildings may be judged ‘adaptive smart’ if they are engineered to adjust themselves to external forces (such as seismic tremors). Second, a space may be smart by virtue of simply accumulating individual smart technologies that are ‘regulative smart’: that is, technologies responding to the environment in order to regulate needs in that
environment. So some homes may be termed ‘smart’ by virtue of creating such an aggregation of smart resources (Intille, 2006).

It might be thought enough to define a smart classroom as a learning space that has simply aggregated smart (learning) technologies in this sense. Hwang’s (2014, p.2) definition captures the idea of such a place that: “…not only enables learners to access digital resources and interact with learning systems in any place and at any time, but also actively provides the necessary learning guidance, hints, supportive tools or learning suggestions”. However, following from the points about managing smart made in the last section, it is suggested here that any claim to be a smart classroom needs to be based on an active culture of smart management. These technologies need to be experienced in an envelope of human intelligence and support.

The simple vision of the smart classroom as being technology-in-ubiquity introduces the first of three senses to be discussed here in which teachers must be implicated in the active management of ‘smart’. When this ‘ubiquitous’ term is applied to technology in other areas of human activity, its use implies rather more than ‘widespread’. It implies a degree of seamless embeddedness in the environment: one that renders the technology invisible, making itself ready-to-hand at moments of routine communication or information need (Weiser, 1993). It is the implication of this tight integration with learner activity that raises some of the concerns of management under consideration here.

6.1 Managing strategic ubiquity

Furnishing plentiful digital access can only be welcomed. But seamless ubiquity does not by itself make environments ‘smart’. That description is best reserved for when delivery of this ubiquitous information is more strategically managed. For as Fischer (2012) points out, while such contexts may have no scarcity of information, what is scarce for most users is attention. “Rather than creating an information overload problem, the context should be used to deliver the ‘right’ information, at the ‘right’ time, in the ‘right’ place, in the ‘right’ way to the ‘right’ person” (p.288, italics as original). Smartness depends on not just creating a ubiquity of resource, it depends also on targeting the information it provides: achieving the ‘right’ patterning of access.

Therefore, human filtering or directing should take place that is strategic: management that helps the learner cope with the daunting volume of information that ubiquity makes available. Yet, getting Fischer’s (2012) time, place, manner, and target ‘right’ is a considerable challenge. Solutions can take two broad forms. First, services that deliver information can employ searching algorithms that are made receptive to the skilfully-formulated requests of a student. Consider a student using a smart information search tool. Effective outcome in the system depends not only on the programming of the tool, it depends on the ‘programming’ of the user – because the judged smartness of the tool depends on the interrogation capability of its student partner. That capability has to be acquired by them somewhere else. It might be acquired through social osmosis from witnessing the searching activity of peers (Moraveji et al., 2011). However, it is more likely to be developed through the efforts of human teachers (Henry, 2006; Jones, 2009), thereby identifying the management of information literacy as an important teaching role – for making the learning environment become smart.

Otherwise, there is a second way in which the ‘right’ outcomes are delivered to students within ubiquitous contexts. It is one that is dependent on technologies actively calculating the user’s needs – when users do not have the skills to dictate them
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personally. The successful achievement of such calculations is key to many designers’ vision for smart learning resources. In outlining such a vision of the ‘ubiquitous smart campus’, Atif et al. (2015, p.224) note how their approach “…is able to profile learners and record their behaviors”. Accordingly, in the smart learning environments described by de Oca et al. (2014, p.13): “…not only is learning being monitored, but it is also being analysed, and can therefore be considered a bottom-up approach to improving learning”.

Perhaps promise of ingenious artefacts for ‘improving learning’ is encouraged by seeing smart technology achieve similar rewards for more everyday user desires. The analogy of recommender systems familiar in shopping and media consumption may come to mind. However, education and retail differ in important ways. Enlightened education should be more disruptive than convivial shopping. It should aim to challenge its user (the learner), whereas enlightened retail strives to match the established preferences and habits of its user (the customer) – although see Brown (2001) for a radical re-thinking of such retail design.

It is interesting that this same tension of juggling challenge versus stability has been exercised in the context of smart homes. As noted earlier, the worry lurking in designing them for the elderly is that the home could become a narrow disciplinary agent – only encouraging routine behaviours relating to diet, exercise, and medication. There is surely a parallel worry for smart learning places. The managers of educational spaces must resist any forces that channel student inquiry along firm and familiar tracks rather as smart homes may channel leisure. Adopting a metaphor from everyday life: the management of information spaces (such as the internet) should afford encounters with information ‘strangers’ [as celebrated in Arendt’s (1958) considerations of urban space]. The danger of inhibiting such serendipity and openness of exploration has been characterised by Pariser (2011) as a form of rigidly structured information delivery that traps us into what he terms ‘filter bubbles’. Once again it is difficult to see how this can be well moderated without teacher intervention and imagination.

So in this first example of managing the smart learning encounter, the central task was one of cultivating powers of interrogation in the learner – rather than depending too much on the regulative smartness of devices. This involves cultivating a species of digital literacy in students: whereby the learner in some smart resource interaction becomes skilled at input that exploits the computational strategies of the technology – rather than being a passive victim of them.

This first example of managing the smart learning encounter has addressed the smart environment broadly: as a plentiful space of smart inquiry tools. The next example is one based on orchestrating smart learning encounters with other sort of tools for learning: it concerns the need to manage such encounters so as to foreground learning over (mere) performance.

6.2 Managing cognitive prosthesis

‘Regulative smart’ may need to be managed in other manifestations than simple abundance or ubiquity. There are many educational resources that are less repositories of searchable information and more tools for ‘extending’ the functioning of our minds (Clark and Chambers, 1998). They might be termed ‘cognitive tools’ or forms of ‘cognitive prosthesis’. The importance of these is well captured in the title of Norman’s influential book: Things That Make Us Smart (Norman, 1994). Cognitive prosthesis tends
to work by allowing us to ‘outsource’ mental computations into the physical world (Dror and Harnard, 2008). Using a digital calculator might be an example. Computations it would be possible to do as mental operations are outsourced, such that the mind becomes ‘extended’ into the world as its computational activity loops into and out of the calculator.

Yet, the value of such cognitive tools depends on how their use is managed. For instance, a spell checker allows the mind to be ‘extended’ by outsourcing the work of spelling. The technology might thereby be termed ‘smart’ by virtue of its reading an input and giving feedback or correction. However, there is a risk that the context for such adaptive feedback functions as a ‘performance environment’, as opposed to a ‘learning environment’. A spell checker may help us perform spelling but there remains debate as to whether it helps users learn spelling. A similar example is easy to construct for GPS technologies and learning the geography of an area.

So what is taken from this second example is again the necessity of a management role for the ‘smart classroom’ teacher: taking responsibility for shaping performance interactions into becoming learning interactions. In a case such as the spell checker, it may be hard for learners to adopt a mindful attention to what the tool does. Indeed, it may be a price of such convivial tools that we are led to suppress active attention to how they direct what we are doing – attention necessary for real learning. Teachers on the other hand might create (and oversee) exercises in which learners were required to exercise such reflection – thereby turning a ‘mere’ performance (smart) technology into a learning (smart) technology.

6.3 Tutorial interactions

One aspiration of smart interaction designers is to re-create the traditional educational experience of tuition: that is, an informed and sympathetic voice tracking a learner’s progress through some problem space. There exists an extensive literature around such intelligent tutoring systems. They furnish the third smart design theme to be considered here: as before, in terms of identifying roles for the teacher in a smart context, and identifying continuities and discontinuities between educational and other contexts of smart design.

A classroom tutorial encounter is an instance of the more general case of ‘structured guidance’. Guidance routines employing technology have been successful in other smart settings. For instance, Hoey et al. (2010) report a smart process for guiding individuals with dementia into successful hand washing. In the clinical domain, it may be enough to simply direct each performance of the target activity (hand washing) to successful completion. However, if the domain is a traditional school curriculum, then ‘success’ involves sustaining effective performance when the scaffold of smart support is removed. Moreover, success defined in this context might be expected to generate further understandings – taking what is learned beyond the narrow space of what was explicitly tutored.

Tutorial guidance with smart technology typically entails:

1 specifying rules that direct the machine interpretation of user actions
2 diagnosing a suitable machine response (which may be based on an evolving theory of the learner’s understandings).
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The characteristic discipline and elegance of such programming should not imply that human learning naturally proceeds in an orderly (or well understood) fashion. For example, a central problem in designing for learning has been termed the ‘assistance dilemma’ (Koedinger et al., 2008). This dilemma addresses a long-running tension between whether learning is best supported through direct instruction or through facilitating the learner’s personal acts of discovery. Such discussions typically converge on a view that this is not an either/or judgement: the challenge is one of determining the right balance of these two formats for learning (Lee and Anderson, 2013).

Unfortunately, research has revealed a wide range of factors determining the right parameters for that balance. For example, there is the ‘expertise reversal effect’: whereby direct instruction works increasingly less well as student expertise in a domain accumulates – requiring understanding of a progress trajectory that governs the gradual fading in of more discovery experiences. Judgements of this kind are a challenge for the design of smart resources (Saiden et al., 2009).

The more comfortable success of guided interactions in smart systems outside of education may encourage metaphors such as ‘learning production workflows’ for the classroom [Artif, (2010), p.259]. This suggests a vision of: “…pedagogical processes through which learning is diffused just-in-time like a production process, when individual learners are ready to achieve a targeted level of instruction” [Atif et al., (2014), p.28]. These are worthy goals but ‘just-in-time’ will often not be as easy to diagnose as in ‘production processes’ orchestrated in systems elsewhere. For example, in programming learning episodes that guide a student through structured sequences of activity, it is surely tempting to design for orderly and frequent successes. Yet, there are accounts of learning that demonstrate the value for learners of failing (e.g., Kapur and Bielaczyc, 2012). And there is certainly a body of research that demonstrates the value of the learner’s struggle or their encounters with ‘desirable difficulties’ (Schmidt and Bjork, 1992) – these arrangements must compete with the common sense expectation that learning material should be always presented as explicit and all-inclusive instruction.

All of this implies that effective guidance is a nuanced process. Teachers are likely to be important in orchestrating any initiative whereby such guidance is mediated through the programming of smart technology. Although this ‘orchestration’ metaphor may not adequately imply the richness of what a teacher normally does when it is only them that is the partner-in-guidance (rather than a programmed system). Observation of skilled tutors suggests a form of interaction ‘management’ that is more than simply strategic insertions of advice or reinforcement. Such narrow conceptions may be encouraged by the fashionable discourse of teachers being ‘guides on the side’ (King, 1993) – a view sometimes aligned with the social constructivism made popular through Vygotsky’s (1933/1978) writing and the scaffolding metaphor of Wood et al. (1976). However, Vygotsky’s own formulation of such an expert’s scaffolded guidance was built more around notions of the expert’s participation in a shared activity – rather than simply their ability to calculate and contribute timely hints or answers. From engaging with a richer and more participative strategy, the learner might then internalise the very structure of a task solution and thus move forward in learning.

These considerations should not question the enterprise of digitally programming the smart interactions of guided instruction. But the mediating role of the teacher in relation to such a smart learning format has again been stressed. What is known about the dynamics of guided learning suggests a necessity for human intelligence to envelop
occasions of smart tutorial encounters. Moreover, caution has been urged here regarding a too-ready extrapolation of guidance strategy from other smart environments. In these cases, much depends on a smart engine or environment being able to read the learner’s context – because its action is a considered calculation on that data. While this may feel a tractable problem in many other environments of smart design, it can be challenging in relation to learners and their educational context. As Fischer puts it: “context is more than a fixed entity to be inferred from sensors in a physical environment… or that can be restricted to user modelling techniques in environments in which users are limited to activities envisioned in detail at design time” [Fischer, (2012), p.292].

7 Summary

This paper began by noting the rather flamboyant manner in which the term ‘smart’ gets attached to all sorts of everyday artefacts and locations. Often this way of talking implies no more than the engineering of a more advanced functionality. So simple ID cards become ‘smartcards’, inert whiteboards become ‘smartboards’, digitised locks become ‘smart locks’. In marketing terms, when some everyday item enjoys an upgrade in functionality, the adjective ‘smart’ probably attracts the required customer attention. This is harmless enough. But it is a practice that competes with more targeted and considered use of the term and, as such, tends to conceal or dilute the challenges and implications of that specialised application.

‘Dilution’ matters when it is distracting attention from a critical analysis of the more technical use of the ‘smart’ adjective – and the promises its use may come with. Adopting such a critical stance has been one purpose in the present discussion. If a serious and focussed use for ‘smart’ is evolving in educational practice, then it is appropriate to give that use scrutiny – and not be distracted from doing so. It is true that within the arenas of educational practice the term can also be deployed with a certain careless abandon. But there has nevertheless developed a distinct and legitimate discourse of ‘smart’ alongside these more diffuse uses of the term.

In examining that use here, we have recognised a link between the ‘regulative smart’ characteristics ascribed to certain everyday artefacts and a ‘smartness’ that can be designed into educational artefacts. We have converged upon a discussion that stresses the significant responsibility of the teacher in managing the learner’s experiences of both smart educational technology and smart educational environments.

This is easy to overlook: especially when the discourse of smart is motivated by a general commitment to learner-centred methods. Such a perspective may mean that smart educational technologies are designed in a well-intentioned spirit of passing responsibility from teachers to learners. While cultivating autonomy in students must always be welcomed, achieving this through smart interventions will involve a re-configuration of the teachers’ role, not a replacement of it. The risk may be in thinking that the only thing that teachers do is the read-and-respond cycle associated with classic instruction. In practice, that may be what often is what is being done. But teachers do many other things beyond such instructional engagements: for instance, they explicate, facilitate, orchestrate, collaborate, participate, and congratulate.

The specific property of adaptive interaction associated with smart educational technology is certainly welcome. However, a point stressed above was that these ‘other things’ that get done involve deeply interpersonal qualities that are not simply additional
to the designs of smart technology. They represent a psychological framework that has to envelop the use of educational technologies, if engagement with them is going to be effective. As Scardamalia and Bereiter (2014) observe in welcoming the potential of smart technology: “There needs to be some glue. The glue nature gave us is discourse”. Attention to this social glue will ensure that educational practice need not be disturbed from its long-standing investments in being a deeply social and human experience.

In short, technical innovation centred around the design of adaptive guidance and feedback – smart educational technology – must be applauded. Yet, after reviewing its status here, a number of research challenges can be identified. They are by no means obstructive to the progress of that innovation but they highlight areas deserving vigilance in design and progress in research.

8 Future challenges

In a paper concerned with smart education, it might seem natural to end on research imperatives that were about making educational devices and spaces even smarter. Yet, it may be that the most urgent research also concerns how we cultivate the teaching skills and regimes that support the creative use of these resources. In this final section, I suggest four themes where greater understanding would be welcome – to inform the implementation of smart educational practice.

8.1 Analytics and privacy

Liu and Slotta (2014, p.62) give a vivid characterisation of the smart classroom: “…where the physical environment (e.g., walls, furniture, etc.) is infused with carefully designed digital tools and materials to support student interactions across multiple social planes, scaffolding seamless and dynamic collaboration, enhancing real-time face-to-face interactions and capturing the collective wisdom of the entire class”. An ungenerous notion that might then come to mind is ‘surveillance’. Yet, we do live in times where surveillance and privacy have become matters of great social concern. It is not clear whether the monitoring of everyday life will leave students immune to it or leave them concerned about it – in particular, when it is configured into their classrooms. That is an empirical issue that has received little attention and deserves more. Although the rise of learning analytics has begun to stimulate debate around the ethical issues that follow (Slade and Prinsloo, 2013).

8.2 Information literacy for smart interactions

Concerns around analytics are focussed on the monitoring (and thus diagnostic) element of technologies designed for adaptive interaction. Concerns around information literacy are effectively about the student interrogation element of these encounters: the hope that during a smart interaction the student can make strategic and considered inquiries. Gaining the confidence and repertoire to do this will protect the learner from becoming a passive instrument of smart technology and, for instance, victim of what has been termed the ‘filter bubble’ (Pariser, 2011). Again, much research is possible that might clarify how this form of understanding in students is best cultivated.
8.3 Learning stalled at performance

It has been suggested here that some smart educational innovations may draw design inspiration from the successes of such other domains as smart homes and smart buildings. If there is such inspiration to be taken, it should be from the perspective of designers such as Intille (2006, p.3): “Rather than striving to create computer technology that ubiquitously and proactively manages the details of the home, perhaps researchers should aim to create technology that requires human effort in ways that keep life mentally and physically stimulating as people age”. This is not questioning the ambition to render environments rich in smart technologies – it is questioning what design the affordances for smart interaction should take. Translated into the domain of classrooms and learning (rather than homes and well being), this position reminds us that performance and learning are not necessarily co-related outcomes of adaptive interaction. The successful guidance of classroom tasks is not simply to achieve a transitory successful performance. It must always be intended that such performances involve learning: that is function as a platform from which the student builds new knowledge and lasting understanding. Design research should help us understand what social structure of motivation and support allows successful performance to stimulate successful learning.

8.4 Understand effective instructional dialogue

This theme has always engaged educational research. However, the emergence of technologies that are smart in the present sense of hosting regulating dialogue makes such research still more urgent. There is a danger of carelessly designing on the basis of standard educational practice – which some reviews show to be often poorly grounded (Rohrer and Pashler, 2010). The developing literature on effective failure, desirable difficulties, expertise reversal, and so on is a reminder of how delicately balanced the design of learning sequences needs to be.
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